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USE COURT RECORDS

Companies around the country
are using court records to improve
profitability by preventing and
detecting fraud.

LexisNexis™ CourtLink® helps organizations develop
Strategic Profiles of individuals and companies to
uncover potential motivations for fraud, as well as red
flag high-risk relationships.

Pinpoint exactly the information needed from the only
provider that allows you to search the most in-depth
court records by names, case types and docket numbers.

Improve profitability by preventing 
and detecting fraud.
CourtLink® helps organizations improve profitability 
by preventing and detecting fraud. Use court records
to gain new insight into litigation history to reveal
motivations and tendencies involving a company or 
an individual that could impact your business’ profits.

Two targeted Strategic Profiles can be developed from
important court record information using the CourtLink
service.

✓ SUBJECT PROFILE: Uncover current and past
litigation activity to reveal trends, motivations and
tendencies involving an individual or organization
of interest…then red flag these high-risk
relationships.

✓ MARKET PROFILE: Identify opportunities and threats
associated with litigation trends in your industry or
geographic area.

Be first to know about case developments.
In addition to uncovering critical information from
past and current litigation, CourtLink can alert you
to developing case activities involving litigation of
interest to you. 

Set up an Alert to be the first to know about newly filed
cases involving a subject...usually before they know.
Or monitor unfolding developments in an existing case
with Track. You’ll learn critical information before it
could impact your profitability.

Go beyond the dockets to documents.
To develop the most comprehensive Strategic Profile
on a subject or market, go behind the case by ordering
documents (complaints, answers, motions, judgments,
etc.). You can now order all of your Federal and state
dockets and documents through CourtLink...whether
they are available online or through our new
document retrieval service.

Plus, you can receive one invoice each month for all 
of your online and document retrieval transactions.

We offer complimentary, customized consultations 
to show you how the CourtLink service can work 
for your organization. For more information, contact 
a LexisNexis CourtLink representative toll-free at
1.866.281.1846.


